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FROM THE PRESIDENT
This year marks my final year as President, and I am somewhat saddened to leave the Board at
such an exciting time. Since I assumed my position as a director on the Board in 2009, our peak
industry body has changed substantially and in ways that many wouldn’t have thought possible.
In my role as President, I was fortunate to be able to build strong relationships with industry and
government stakeholders, and I’m sure several government representatives will remember me
as that annoying guy from SCA who constantly harped on about common seals and the posting
of meeting notices. Over the years there would have been well over 100 of those meetings, and
it is pleasing to see that our efforts have resulted in meaningful change for the sector and for the
members we serve.
The challenges that the various board‘s and I have tackled are varied; trying to make policies
and implement new initiatives that satisfy all parts of the membership, raising the bar on
education and finding ways to reinvent ourselves in the improvement process. We even faced
the tough decision of leaving behind our Registered Training Organisation after realising the
regulatory burden was becoming unmanageable for a non-profit, a fate many NFP RTO’s
experienced at a similar time.
One of my most important objectives was to ensure that every new initiative was what members
needed and that we consulted regularly and effectively with members through our committees
and through direct communication. I feel we are stronger because we have built up the trust of
our members by engaging with them and being more inclusive.
In my seven years as President I’ve been grateful to have a very supportive wife, an amazing
team in my own firm, trusting board‘s of Directors, and a well-functioning team at SCA (Qld). I
wholeheartedly thank everyone who has supported me in this role, whether that was being
available for technical questions, offering advice, or simply providing feedback on the viability of
the board’s strategy. Unfortunately, the Constitution prohibits me from re-nominating to the
Board but I am committed to continuing to assist SCA (Qld) in a professional capacity. I
wholeheartedly believe in this organisation and that we are all stronger together. Our peak
industry body can make the difference we all need in our work life, and I encourage any
passionate and enthusiastic members to step up and help achieve even more ambitious goals.

Sincerely,

SIMON BARNARD
PRESIDENT
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170%
Increase in management
individuals over the
last decade

150%
increase in total event
attendance since 2013

31%
increase in seminar/webinar
attendance since last year

19
Queensland media
releases
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
BY SIMON BARNARD
Without a doubt, Opal Tower and Mascot Towers are the most memorable community
title schemes in 2018/19. The year was dominated by major failings in the building
industry with combustible cladding the most reported on strata issue. Fortunately, by
the end of the financial year we were heading toward the end of stage two with a
projection of no more than 500 buildings affected to some extent.
The draft cladding regulation initially presented to SCA (Qld) would have been more
difficult to manage than the altered versions, so it’s noteworthy that our push for
changes at least resulted in meaningful alterations that had a positive impact on the
day-to-day handling of this regulation. Our efforts were focussed on saving consumers
unnecessary expenses and removing obstacles from the process for strata managers. The advocacy power
that unfolded over the year demonstrates our industry standing and that the strata sector has a voice outside
of the Department of Justice, our natural home with the BCCMA. For members it is important to leverage this
advocacy success and make owners aware of our role as consumer advocates in the absence of adequate
representation. I urge members to relay this to their clients, so they understand the importance of affiliating
with the peak industry body.
Unfortunately, our BCCM Act specific work did not progress at all due to the Attorney-General receiving an
extension on the review of the Regulation Modules. The desire to implement QUT’s recommendations was
there but some emotive issues around by-laws and scheme termination slowed down the decision-making
process in the Government, which meant that we had no new legislation by the end of June. At least there is
no longer any appetite to review lot entitlements with the Attorney-General announcing an end to exploring
this topic at this year’s Annual Conference.
In 2018, we took a different route as the Board was changing and the desire to see SCA (Qld) in a new light
became clearer. For the first time in our history we advertised an Independent Director position and, with over
a dozen applicants, settled on Nicky Crane, a young Director who brings UDIA accolades and development
specific skills to the board. Building on this positive influence, the Board is keen to fill the second vacancy for
a Board appointed position soon, once the gap in skill sets has been defined.
In terms of our member profile and engagement I am encouraged by the uptake of the Awards for Excellence.
This year we saw an increase in nominations made and the talent that has been awarded is an encouraging
sign that our sector is evolving in its professionalism. Two of our award winners – the Strata Manager of the
year (Renée Sullivan) and the Rising Star winner (Clare Stuart) took home the Australasian Strata Award for
Excellence in their respective categories. We can be proud to have high achievers in our state who will help
lift the profile of both SCA (Qld) and Queensland’s strata community.
Another significant change in our operations was rethinking how we obtain our education content for the year.
Traditionally all the weight has been sitting on the Education Committee, but we decided to innovate our
approach in 2018. Our inaugural Education Planning Retreat allowed 18 Body Corporate Management
company staff to develop our 2019 educational calendar and Conference Program. Building on that new
format, for the new year we have paved the way for a cultural change in relation to our education programs.
From 1 July, members will be self-registering their CPD and we will audit companies to ensure education
remains the most important element of SCA (Qld) membership. The Board approved this dramatic change in
addition to a new unlimited CPD package to alter the motives of members for attending CPD seminars. We
hope that the improved quality of our education program (in part due to the Education Planning Retreat)
combined with these new initiatives will make a sector-wide impact by upskilling strata professionals.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT CONTINUED...
On a sad note, in October 2018 the strata sector lost one of its long-standing volunteer supporters, a true
advocate for strata living and a close affiliate to SCA (Qld). Former Unit Owner’s Association President and
founding member of the Strata Industry Umbrella Group, Garry Maynard, leaves a hole in the stakeholder
group and he will be sorely missed by members.
As I complete my last few months as President of SCA (Qld), let me thank our Board, sponsors, and the
team. It goes without saying that most of the improvements to SCA (Qld)’s services and advocacy are due to
the financial injections from platinum partners Macquarie Bank, CHU, Grace Lawyers, Body Corporate
Brokers, StrataMax, and Locality Planning Energy. Our Board, Committees and consultative groups have
been critical in achieving our milestones as well as the team at SCA (Qld). Treasurer Ric Allard and I are
ineligible for nomination to the Board but I’m positive that his supervision of the accounts has placed us in an
excellent financial position which bodes well for future activities. Thank you, Ric, for your meticulous attention
to detail.
35 years down – just imagine what we will look like in another 35 if we keep on doing what we do best.

SIMON BARNARD
PRESIDENT
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EXECUTIVE OFFICER REPORT
BY KATRIN WATSON
It feels like this was our best
year yet and that’s not only
due to the advocacy success
we have enjoyed but also the
new challenges we’ve taken
on in regards to our
education programs, the
cultural change we are
addressing, and the service
to all segments of our
membership.
Constitutionally, we have three membership
categories, but in effect we have only been serving
the strata managers. From this year we have set the
foundations to progressively provide more education
to strata suppliers and lot owners as an important
partner in this sector. Newly developed courses such
as the Strata Starter for Suppliers and the free Strata
Starter for Owners are making their way onto our
calendar and we are looking to increase offerings for
those members as our membership keeps growing.
Starting the 2018/19 year with more than 900
memberships held in Queensland, total membership
grew to just under 1,000 by 30 June 2019, mainly
due to an increase in members on entry level. Since
opening entry level membership for strata
management professionals, we have had a steady
influx in memberships, now representing 161 entities
and 823 individuals across our three membership
categories. With a membership of 358 individuals in
2009, we counted 524 individuals in 2014, and to
2019 we have an increase of 36% in just five years!
610 of our members are strata manager members, a
great ratio of services to managers.
To be able to significantly expand our activities with
more direct member engagement outside of our
traditional Committee structure, we held our
inaugural Education Planning Retreat. Eighteen
strata professionals from various sized companies
and roles were tasked to plan our next twelve
months of education, the conference program, along
with new course ideas designed to cover topics that
they
feel
are
currently
underrepresented.
Collaboratively, the group developed or improved 50
sessions, producing some fantastic content and
innovative ideas to help advance the level of
professionalism and knowledge in the industry.
SCA (QLD) ANNUAL REPORT 2019

Efficiencies were further reached when we held the
Board Director elections via an online voting tool for
the very first time. It was satisfying to see such a
high-level of member engagement in the voting
process with the introduction of an online voting
platform enticing 34% of members to vote for their
Board candidates. I am mindful that not every
member can find the time to volunteer at SCA
Committee or Board level but to see so many
actively involved in the democratic voting process is
a sign that members care about the direction we
take on behalf of the sector. It is my passion to
motivate members to tell us what they want us to
fight for, what to challenge and what to achieve. Our
biggest asset in my view is that we are responsive
and progressive and that we don’t accept the status
quo.
Part of that evolution is to take continuous
development seriously. Not only do we up the ante
with our education, resulting in more than doubling
the webinar registrations from 23 to 50 in the three
years we’ve been running it. We also supported
three highly motivated members who decided to take
a step up to move into a more mentoring role by
becoming trainers for the National A100 introductory
course and the new National Committee Training.
Leveraging members’ enthusiasm for the strata
sector by nurturing new talent into the trainer roles is
important for us to keep up the high-quality
education that makes a difference to our member’s
work life.
Technology hasn’t always been embraced by the
strata community, so the growth and success of our
social media platforms has been pleasing. Across
the three major platforms, LinkedIn, Twitter, and
Facebook, we have amassed almost 1000 followers
through publishing a mixture of industry news, SCA
(Qld) events, and education opportunities. The
professional
networking
platform,
LinkedIn,
continues to deliver the highest engagement levels,
with an average of nearly one in five post views
resulting in a click. Overall, SCA (Qld) posted 517
times across the three platforms and achieved
nearly 250,000 impressions throughout the year.
This exposure leads to increased brand awareness,
a more-informed and engaged community, and
greater recognition of our work and objectives.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICER REPORT CONTINUED...
When I speak of ‘culture’ I mean the element of
enthusiasm, commitment and dedication that is hard
to capture. In 2019 our Conference stood under the
banner of ‘I heart strata’ and this theme is what the
team at SCA (Qld) has been weaving through all we
do. I must take the opportunity to thank our small
team of 4.2 Full-time equivalent staff for being
engaged and caring about our members like I do.
With the influx in membership Emily Baird managed
in her part-time capacity to work out the new auditing
processes we are now implementing. Our part-time
Finance Coordinator Lisa Barnett kept up with the
workload from our increased education participation.
Our Training and Events Coordinator Helen Ngo also

took on sponsorship, thoroughly enjoying the
relationship
building.
Peter
Cotterill,
our
Communications
Coordinator,
manages
to
wordsmith our social media,
publications and
almost anything that you as members receive
exceptionally well. Last to join our team was
Rowena Neal as Administration Assistant and I am
excited to see this team take us into a new
presidency and a year of service expansion. On that
note I thank Simon Barnard and Ric Allard who
sadly have reached their maximum Board terms in
October. They have been a major factor in our story,
working hard for the organisation and the industry,
and they will be missed.

KATRIN WATSON
EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Lisa Barnett, Emily Baird, Helen Ngo, Rowena Neal, and Peter Cotterill

SCA (QLD) FINANCIALS
SCA (Qld) has enjoyed a successful year with an increase in member engagement and a total revenue that
was higher than the previous 10 years, which the organisation invested back in quality education. A financial
analysis for the last year shows that SCA (Qld)’s income reliance is 40% on total sponsorship, 29%
membership, and 16.5% from the Annual Conference. Education and events are delivered at reasonable fees
as many are supported through sponsorship and the overall membership income. The participation rate for
webinars has increased by 20% from the first year with a total of more than 1,216 registrations to 23
webinars.
In 2019, 36% of income was spent on employment, 29% directly on education and 7.7% on networking
events, government liaison, committee/board/sponsor liaison, increasing our public profile and member
benefits. The remaining 20% are overheads and National membership. A comparison to past performance
showed an increase in income last year over the past 10 year’s average of 17.6% which is due to higher
event/CPD sales and membership increase. Retained earnings have increased from $33,000 in 1999 to
$358,000 in 2019. That equates to 27% of revenue (1999) and 39% of revenue (2019). Members can be
confident that SCA (Qld)’s financials are healthy.
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2018/19 Scorecard
*Financial year

984

memberships

296,075 lots

2,433

engagement

total attendees
@ 50 functions

registrations
@ 23 webinars

130 - Cladding seminar
144 - Golf Day

610 strata management individuals
170% in the last decade

53 - NYPE
298 - Conference

5th Annual Qld

258 - Christmas Networking

Strata Community Awards

150%

2 National award
winners from Qld

total event
attendance since 2013

160 different emails to

19
20+

99,992 recipients
12 Resort News
editorials

4 Inside Strata
articles

24 page Resort News Supplement

Expanded membership offerings
Committee training
Education Planning Retreat
Strata Starter for owners
Strata Starter for suppliers
Masterclass
NYPE
Gold Sponsor event

7

Qld media releases
Qld media mentions

2 New Board Directors + first Independent Director
Online AGM voting platform
3 new Life members + 3 new Fellows
New member engagement opportunities – New and
Young Professionals Event & Gold Sponsor event
Education planning from members for members
Expanded permanent team
Member marketing brochure

517

243,163

original social
media posts

impressions

Regular meetings and seminars with QBCC and
Department of Housing
submissions
Conference opened by Attorney-General Yvette D'Ath
Meetings with Yvette D'Ath MP, Jackie Trad MP,
Non-conforming Building materials
David Janetzki MP, Noosa City Council, and National
North Qld Insurance Inquiry
President of Labor Party, Wayne Swan
Accessible Housing
Reviewed property law reform proposals with the
Renting in Queensland
Office of Regulatory Policy
Property Law review (direct to AG)
Seat on Ministerial Housing Council
Cladding Regulation
Attended Ministerial Construction Council meeting
Embedded Networks
Conference speech by Commissioner
Collaboration on Insurance Commissions submission
qld.strata.community
2 webinars with James Cook University
Quarterly stakeholder meetings
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1,216

11.1%

981

engagement
total
(high)
followers
Top

wins

Cladding Regulation Extension of Stage 2 and
Stage 3 deadlines.
Cladding Regulation Proof of Agency
Amendment
Noosa Pool Certification Penalty waiver & deadline
extended
Noosa Pool Certification Tightened applicability
Status quo of Lot
Entitlements
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The 2019 SCA (Qld) Strata Community Awards
received a record number of nominations. Two of our
award winners, Clare Stuart and Renée Sullivan,
also managed to win their respective categories at
the Australasian Strata Awards for Excellence.

Strata Community Manager Award Winner:
Renée Sullivan, CSTM/Sound Body
Corporate Management
Renee first ventured into strata
management 14 years ago and has now
been branch manager of the CSTM strata
group in Noosa for 6 years. Renee’s
submission reflected leadership within the
company and community, and a welldeveloped ability to communicate clearly to
all stakeholders.

Support Team
Member Award:
Briana Edgecombe,
Cambridge
Management
Services

SCA (QLD) ANNUAL REPORT 2019

Ann Shevill Essay
Award:
Julie MacCarthy,
Capitol Body
Corporate
Administration

Strata Community Manager
Rising Star Award Winner:
Clare Stuart, Bright & Duggan
Clare joined Bright & Duggan as an assistant
strata manager in November 2017 and has dealt
with many of strata's most complex issues. Clare
demonstrated a clear driven attitude and a
willingness to take on any challenges presented
to her. Our award judges see a bright future for
Clare and were very impressed with her
submission.

President’s Award:
Andrew Suttie,
Nicholsons
Solicitors

Strata Community
Management Large
Business Award:
Cambridge
Management
Services
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OUR REACH

2018/2019

ADVOCACY
SCA (Qld) provided submissions on issues and consultation papers, such as the document requesting
feedback on the new BUGTA provisions, and we submitted some “easy fix” items to the Attorney-General.
SCA (Qld) retained its seat on the Ministerial Housing Council and the BCCM Stakeholder Group, which are
both important avenues for feedback to the government. Our engagement also included meeting with the
opposition to canvas their views on major policy matters and to discuss their position on the property law
review continuation.

PROPERTY LAW REVIEW
While there was no significant headway made this financial year in respect to the Property Law Review (now
in its 6th year) the Attorney-General used the SCA (Qld) conference to announce that the government would
not be implementing a new lot entitlement system. Attorney-General Yvette D’Ath stated that submissions to
a public consultation process for the report showed a low level of support for QUT’s system for sharing
expenses and has raised some significant concerns. The Queensland Government has decided not to
adopt QUT’s recommendations proposing a new system for allocating body corporate expenses between lot
owners in community titles schemes.
During the same speech, the Attorney-General stated that the Queensland Government will consider
options to improve disclosure to buyers of the rights and obligations associated with owning a lot in a
community titles scheme. As the regulations expire at the end of 2019, we will finally see some reform in the
next twelve months.

CLADDING REGULATION
The draft cladding regulation SCA (Qld) was
presented with 12 months ago was more difficult to
manage than the final version, so it is noteworthy that
our push for changes at least resulted in meaningful
change. Through many hours of government
advocacy have we succeeded in changing the
cladding regulation twice. Firstly, that strata managers
are recognised as authorised representatives if there
is an agreement in place (proof of agency). Secondly,
that the timelines for both stage 2 and stage 3 are
extended by 10 weeks and that the Guideline was
amended as to the adequate assessment by a
building industry professional at stage 2. To
accomplish these changes, we lobbied extensively
and effectively, meeting with the Federal Labour
President Wayne Swan, Deputy Premier Jackie Trad,
the Department of Housing and Public Works, the
Queensland Building and Construction Commission,
and eventually the Courier Mail. This industry issue
has had a enormous impact in getting the SCA (Qld)
brand into the public and much attention was shone
onto the role of strata managers.

SCA (QLD) ANNUAL REPORT 2019
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OUR REACH
ACCC RELEASES NORTH
AUSTRALIAN INSURANCE
STATUS REPORT
After receiving over 280 submissions, the ACCC
released several reports including findings that
6,000 strata insurance policies were held in north
Queensland between 2007-08 and 2016-17, while
strata insurance premiums (per sum insured) have
increased by 60-80% in NQ and North WA but
remained relatively flat in in the NT and the rest of
Australia. In 2016-17, the average annual
combined home and contents premium in northern
Australia was about double the average for the rest
of Australia. Northern Australia makes up only five
per cent of the number of policies, it accounts for
about 10% of premium revenue.
In late 2018, the ACCC released their first interim
report setting out their findings about the operation
of markets for home, contents, and strata
insurance markets in northern Australia, making 15
recommendations that they considered would
improve the operation of these insurance markets
and achieve better outcomes for consumers. In
April, SCA Ltd, in collaboration with the states and
other stakeholders, submitted its view on insurance
commissions. Much effort went into explaining the
role strata managers play in the process and why
commissions are justified in an activity that is not
just transactional.

2018/2019
BC FOR MOUNT SAINT JOHN
INDUSTRIAL PARK CTS V
SUPERIOR STAIRS & JOINERY
PTY LTD [2017] QDC 245
The 2017 District Court of Queensland’s decision
that barred a body corporate from recovering
outstanding contributions where those contributions
had been outstanding for more than two years and
two months was overturned.
On 31 July 2018, the Court of Appeal delivered its
unanimous decision that disagreed with the
reasons of the District Court Judge and the
limitation period that had been read into section
145(2) of the Body Corporate and Community
Management (Standard Module) Regulation 2008
(Qld).
Instead, the Court of Appeal held that section
145(2) simply creates a duty for a body corporate
to commence proceedings to recover the
contributions within the 2 year and 2 month time
period. Whilst failure to bring a proceeding within
that time period may expose a body corporate to
criticism by lot owners and lead to the filing of
dispute resolution applications for breach of a
statutory duty, it will not render an outstanding levy
unrecoverable.

RENTAL LAWS
135,000 responses were received by the Queensland Government regarding rental reform, with pets,
minimum housing standards, entry practices, property and tenancy managers, privacy, and dispute
resolution being the most common areas for discussion. The Department of Housing has used these
submissions to complete its detailed reform package. SCA (Qld) represented the strata community
focussing our submission on the differences between strata living and detached housing. In detached
housing, the rental relationship includes the tenant, the landlord, and sometimes an agent. However, in the
strata community, the body corporate must also be taken into consideration, as the tenant will have access
to common property and be subject to the scheme’s by-laws.
As a member of the Ministerial Housing Council, SCA (Qld) will be consulted on these proposals and will
ensure that any amendments to the Residential Tenancies and Rooming Accommodation Act (RTRA) are
mindful of the BCCMA and its regulations.
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OUR REACH

2018/2019

MALAYSIAN DELEGATION

ACCESSIBILITY STANDARDS PAPER

In August 2018, a twenty-strong delegation of
Malaysian officials met with several board members
at the SCA (Qld) offices. The overseas visitors, from
the state of Sarawak, were on a fact-finding mission
as they look to create their own version of strata
legislation. The State’s Deputy Chief Minister
expressed his desire to learn from us and was
eager for any advice the board could provide. The
meeting offered a wonderful opportunity to share
our knowledge of the strata industry and learn of the
difficulties faced by other nations. It is the second
forum with a visiting delegation in 2018, following
the South African officials in February; another
demonstration of how the SCA (Qld) brand is
growing its reputation.

The Accessible Housing Options Paper has been
developed by the Australian Building Codes Board
(ABCB) to provide a preliminary menu of options
and costings on the possible inclusion of a minimum
accessibility standard for housing in the National
Construction Code.
Among the statistics and costings provided are
some estimations of the feasibility of making these
requirements mandatory for existing buildings as
well as new constructions. SCA (Qld)’s submission
reflected our view that any kind of retrospectivity
would be disastrous not only financially, but legally
as the BCCMA has provisions that mean it will be
difficult to harmonise with some of the proposals.

AQUATIC FACILITIES GUIDELINES
Towards the end of the 2018/19 Financial Year, Noosa Shire Council released an amendment to the Local
Law No 1 which requires pools in some strata schemes to obtain a licence to demonstrate that water quality
conforms to Queensland Health guidelines. This requires all “public pools” complete documentation
outlining their water-testing timetable, maintenance schedule, and incident management plan to obtain an
annual approval to operate. The application places pools in low, medium, or high-risk categories with Noosa
City Council believing this will help safeguard swimmers and prevent the spread of water-borne diseases.
During a meeting with SCA (Qld), the Noosa City Council confirmed that the intent is not to include all strata
complexes, just bigger schemes with large proportions of holiday accommodation or short-term lets. It is
therefore intended in the initial licensing process to have a cut off for smaller strata developments, or those
that are fully owner occupied/occupied by long-term tenants, that pose a lower risk. This cut off is yet to be
determined. SCA (Qld) will continue to work with Noosa Council representatives to find a way forward,
given the level of confusion about the requirements under the local law, fee and approval categories.

BURNS V CORBETT; BURNS V GAYNOR [2018] HCA 15
The High Court of Australia ruled in mid-2018 that the New South Wales Civil and Administrative
Tribunal (NCAT) did not have the power to resolve a dispute between residents of different States.
SCA (Qld) engaged the services of a barrister to determine whether QCAT would be considered as
a court of law and whether the Commissioner’s dispute resolution service is impacted by that. This
advice was analysed and a position on how to change current legislation to clarify the matter has
been submitted to the Attorney-General. Yvette D’Ath has acknowledged our concern about the
impact that “the High Court decision may have on the availability of cost-effective and accessible
dispute resolution for parties to disputes under the BCCM Act” and has asked for our suggested
amendment to be considered for possible inclusion in future legislative changes.

SCA (QLD) ANNUAL REPORT 2019
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OUR REACH

2018/2019

EDUCATING THE PUBLIC
INDUSTRY MAGAZINES
SCA (Qld) has been holding a monthly column in the industry
publication Resort News for the last decade. The President’s
monthly column details reforms and strata industry news
relevant to the general public. For the third time, SCA (Qld)’s
strata industry supplement in the industry magazine Resort
News has been produced to educate the sector on strata
matters and SCA (Qld). The 18-page brochure outlines our
role in the industry, our achievements, and our activities, while
also providing an overview of the growing importance of the
sector.

STRATA COMMUNITY MANAGER
BROCHURE
Our new brochure is here! Outlining the importance of
engaging a SCA (Qld) member as the body corporate
manager, the leaflet describes our accreditation process,
and is a great source of information for your potential clients.

APARTMENT OWNERS HAVE THEIR SAY
SCA (Qld) collaborated with the WAAA on the Australian
Advocacy survey to receive a detailed report with insights into
the Queensland sector. This survey revealed that 91% of
residents who responded lived in 1 or 2 person households,
with nearly half of respondents of working age and in
professional occupations. As for the apartments themselves,
91% of residents liked the location of their unit and 52% had
water views from their balconies. Even strata levies didn’t
seem to be too burdensome, with 76% owners describing the
fees “fair, good, or excellent” value for money. However, when
it comes to desired changes to their apartments, space
continues to be highly sought after. Only one in five wouldn’t
change a thing about their apartment, with 22% wanting their
apartment to be larger overall, 25% wanting more parking
space, and 40% wanting more storage.
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EVENTS
There were 1,325 registrations to attend our 23 webinars and Regional Roundtables in 2018/19.

2018 GOLF DAY
Our 7th annual golf day at Twin Waters on the Sunshine Coast in July 2018, was a resounding success. The
sun was definitely up, along with everyone’s spirits, as we teed off at 11am and spent almost five hours out
on the course. Sponsors greeted players at nearly every hole with imaginative games and prizes, adding to
the already celebratory atmosphere, ensuring that most attendees came away with something to go with their
smiles.
However, there can be only one overall winner and 2018’s honour went to the team from Energy Resources
Corporation, with players Matt Blundell, Ash Noffke, Gary Lengren, and Craig Jansz earning the victory under
the Ambrose format.

G

LF DAY

TWIN WATERS GOLF CLUB
FRIDAY 3 AUGUST 2018
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2019 ANNUAL CONFERENCE
The theme, I ♥
Strata, provided a great
opportunity to express member enthusiasm and
connect with colleagues over the love for our
fine profession. During the day, eighteen topics,
three workshops, and three keynote sessions
educated delegates, while in the evenings,
conference dinners, awards evenings, and
networking opportunities allowed the nearly 300
attendees to share their strata stories, exchange
ideas, and strengthen community bonds.

I

Opening the conference in March 2019, was
Queensland Attorney-General, Yvette D’Ath,
who provided an in-depth explanation regarding
the progress of the legislative review program
and included a call for more consultation with
stakeholders. Other highlights included Jillian
Whiting as MC, Graeme Cowan, and Sarab
Singh as keynote speakers, and of course the
inimitable Anh Do closing the event with his
hilarious and, at times, poignant life-story.

STRATA

SCA (QLD)
CONFERENCE
MARCH 13-15, 2019
GOLD COAST

2018 CHRISTMAS NETWORKING
RECORD TURNOUT FOR NETWORKING DRINKS
Cairns, Townsville, Gold Coast, Sunshine Coast, and Brisbane all hosted an evening of strata networking
drinks in December 2018. The Brisbane event was held at the newly opened Howard Smith Wharves, with
110 members gathering to help mark another successful year. In total, over 300 members attended the five
celebrations; a record turnout for our annual festivities. In comparison, the five events in 2012 attracted just
over 100 people total, and the increase in numbers demonstrates the success we have had as an
organisation, as well as the level of passion our members have for the strata community.
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GOLD SPONSOR EVENT
After consulting with our corporate partners, we added a new event in 2019, specifically aided by our Gold
level sponsors. This event resulted from our desire to increase our value proposition for non-platinum
sponsors and it proved a great success. 31 members turned out for some spirited competition, with the light
drizzle doing nothing to dampen the spirits of players.
Thanks to Rochele Painting, Higgins Coating, and Amalgamated Property Management for making it such a
successful event.

NEW EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
In 2019, SCA (Qld) introduced a range of new events aimed at educating different areas of the strata
community with specific information. A Committee Training Program and Owner Strata Starter were introduced
to provide schemes with the appropriate knowledge to run their scheme successfully and meet legal
requirements. Modules include committee governance, future planning, committee operations, finances, and
facility management. A Supplier Strata Starter was also introduced in early 2019 in response to supplier
requests for more specialised education.
Additionally, the first in our series of five Leadership Masterclasses was held in May 2019. The Emerging
Leaders' Masterclasses are open to all members (both services and management) and are specifically aimed
at those looking to finesse their management skills, while the Directors' Masterclasses are exclusively for
senior management or company decision making roles that enable them to take fiscal resposibility. With
leadership expert, Sarab Singh, at the helm they have been very well-received, and we look forward to the rest
of the education series.

COMBUSTIBLE CLADDING SEMINARS
In collaboration with the Office of the Commissioner for Body Corporate and Community Management and the
Non-Conforming Building Products Audit Taskforce, SCA (Qld) held two complimentary seminars in August
2018, to brief members on the sudden introduction of the combustible cladding regulation. Several high
ranking officials who developed the legislation were on hand to share their expert knowledge and answer
member’s questions. QBCC Deputy Commissioner Philip Halton, Michael Essery, Craig Carpenter, and
Michael Davis from the Department of Housing and Public Works, and Commissioner Chris Irons, were all
present to clarify a number of our members’ concerns and educate the 130 attendees on the new regulation.
The discussions centred on the new rules, including sub-topics such as the technicalities of statutory
declarations, compliance time-frames, insurance, and the use of the online reporting tool.
It was the first of several presentations or seminars that QBCC and Department of Housing and Public Works
staff were able to give to our members.

JAMES COOK UNIVERSITY PROJECT
In October 2018, a $12.5 million government grant was awarded to James Cook University to assist
North Queensland strata schemes in determining how they could improve their cyclone protection to
reduce insurance premiums. The University is using the funds to conduct inspections of 6000
schemes north of Rockhampton, aiming to assess current risks and determine how the bodies
corporate could be better protected against damage. It will also improve the information available to
schemes about their susceptibility to weather damage and methods to mitigate risk.
In collaboration with JCU, SCA (Qld) held two complimentary webinars during the 2018/19 financial
year, where JCU provided updates on the inspection program and details of how to get involved.
SCA (QLD) ANNUAL REPORT 2019
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THE MARKET
GROWTH IN QUEENSLAND STRATA SECTOR SLOWS
A year on year growth of 2.8% in lots registered in Queensland is a fairly significant drop from
last financial year (4.2%) and an even bigger decrease from the 2016/17 period (5.3%). The
decline demonstrates the slow-down in development, but it still resulted in 1,152 new schemes
brought to market with 13,300 lots.
Only 6,694 lots were created in the state’s capital over the last twelve months, down from
11,325 over the previous period and 14,824 from the 2016/17 financial year. This clearly shows
the slow-down that has occurred in Brisbane apartment development. The Gold Coast,
Sunshine Coast, and Logan have also registered lower growth, all recording a 2-3% increase,
while Cairns logged only 21 new lots from March 2018 to March 2019. Only Moreton Bay
continued to add developments at a reasonable rate with 1,114 new lots added to the
landscape, which equates to a 4.21% increase.
Large schemes continue to be the biggest strata growth area, with schemes consisting of over
100 lots seeing an almost 5% increase over the twelve months, although this is down from 10%.
Unsurprisingly, this also resulted in a significant increase in the number of total lots in these
large schemes (6%). However, when it comes to sheer numbers of registered schemes, most
new strata title communities are still on the smaller side with 74% of the 1152 newly registered
schemes being six lots and under.

12-monthly growth in lots
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MEDIA
19 QUEENSLAND MEDIA RELEASES

20+ QUEENSLAND MEDIA MENTIONS
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SOCIAL MEDIA
LINKEDIN, FACEBOOK, AND TWITTER

981 Total Followers

243,163 total impressions

517 original posts

11.1% engagement rate
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LIFE MEMBERSHIPS
The 2018 SCA (Qld) AGM was an extra-special affair, as it saw life
memberships awarded to three tireless contributors to the strata industry.
The board considered a number of factors when making its decision and
would like to recognise the following members for their hard work and
dedication to the sector.

SIMON BARNARD

joined SCA (Qld) in 2005, the Board in 2009,
became Vice President in 2011 and was elected President one year later.
He is the longest standing President of SCA (Qld) and has been critical in
increasing our profile with the public. He’s served on the education and
legislation Committees, facilitated many seminars and conferences, and
he's been the face of our organisation as designated media representative
and when entertaining overseas delegations. However, Simon’s greatest
contribution to the sector is his government relations work. His ability to
condense complex BCCM issues for government representatives who are
less familiar with the BCCMA has enhanced our reputation as the peak
industry body.

IAN D’ARCY

has been a member for 20 years, joined the Board in
2004, and served as Secretary since 2010. Ian has guided us through
many AGMs and, thanks to his background as a solicitor, has assisted the
Board in understanding governance issues. Ian has been the chair of the
Professional Standards Committee for the past few years and was elected
to the National Board in 2017. Ian’s 14 years on the Board makes him one
of the longest-serving board members.

SUE SEYMOUR first joined the Board of Directors in 2007, a critical
time in which the RTO was formed, sustainability was a big issue, and new
avenues were explored. Throughout the past decade, Sue has supported
the Board through key milestones such as the firming up of
professionalism, the strengthening of our advocacy program, and the
building of our brand in the public sphere. Sue, who has been a member
for 15 years, served as Secretary in 2007 and again in 2009. Sue retired
at the 2018 AGM.

SCA (Qld) congratulates the three life members on their incredible
achievement and thanks them for their years of enthusiastic assistance.
Existing life members of SCA (Qld) are Kerri Anthon, Ric Allard, Colin
Archer, Professor Bill Duncan, Scott Gregory, Michael Hurley, Ros Janes,
and Kay Trimble.
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THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

2018/2019

The SCA (Qld) Board of Directors consists of ten member elected Directors. The Board has an opportunity to
appoint two additional Board Directors. At the Annual General Meeting in October 2018, members vote for five
Directors who are appointed for a two year term. At the first meeting following the Annual General Meeting, the
Board elects the Executive for a two year term. The maximum continuous term is two years.
Top row (l to r): Simon Barnard (President), Kelly Roberts (Senior Vice President) James Nickless (Vice
President), Ric Allard (Treasurer).
MIddle row (l to r): Ian D'Arcy (Secretary), Melissa Butwilowsky, Jason Carlson, Nicky Crane.
Bottom row (l to r): Peter Crogan, Andrew Davidson, Con Iconomidis.
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COMMITTEES
The Board thanks all Committee and Group members for their support, hard work, and the time they
give up for SCA (Qld) affairs. The passion of our members to shape the strata sector is noticeable in
what SCA (Qld) achieves throughout the year. Thank you to everyone!

AD HOC EVENTS GROUP
Adrian Butcher, Usher Group
Con Iconomidis, Strata Community Insurance
Dani Brasell, Expert Strata Insurance
Janette Comish, StrataMax
Liat Walker, Collect Success
Michael Phillips. Phillips Safety
Wendy Barnard, Hartley's Body Corporate Management

EDUCATION AND TRAINING COMMITTEE
Georgia Cook, ACE Body Corporate Management
Jenny Phillips, Capitol
Jonathan Flannery, PICA Group
Melissa Butwilowsky, Archers
Michael Hurley, Strata Care
Seimon Griffiths, Northern Body Corporate Management
Sue Cubbin, Aquila Body Corporate Management

LEGISLATION PANEL
Andrew Baker, Bright and Duggan
Duncan Lee, Pinnacle Strata
Frances Stewart, Hynes Legal
Gabe Walker, Hartleys BCM
James Nickless, StrataMax
Jason Carlson, Grace Lawyers,
Kaylene Arkcoll, Leary & Partners
Michael Kleinschmidt, Stratum Legal
Michael Hurley, Capitol
Peter Clarke, Strataworks
Ric Allard, Body Corporate Services
Scott Simpson, BCP Strata
Todd Garsden, Hynes Legal
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PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
Grant Mifsud, Archers
Ian D'Arcy, Capitol
Kelly Roberts, TCM Strata
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EDUCATION PLANNING RETREAT
Our inaugural Education Planning Retreat allowed 18 Body Corporate Management company staff
to develop our 2019 educational calendar and Conference Program. Building on that new format for
the new year, we have paved the way for a cultural change in relation to our education programs.
Thanks to all those who attended and helped create such a successful program.
Amanda Sugden, North Shore Body Corporate
Anne-Maree Paull, CHU
Dan McMahon, Alpha Strata
Darren Taylor, Rubicon
Emily Campbell, Bright & Duggan
Georgia Cook, Ace Body Corporate Management
James Nickless, StrataMax
Janice Yule, Yule Strata
Jason Carlson, Grace Lawyers
Joe Coppoleccia, CHU
Judith Akins, Body Corporate Management Queensland
Kim Johnston, Mater Group
Maddison Lapworth , Living Strata
Marc Mercier , Mercier Body Corporate Services
Melissa Butwilowsky, Archers
Nicole Vowles , Mater Group
Ross Utting, Tracsafe
Seimon Griffiths, Northern Body Corporate
Sue Cubbin, Aquila
Tahlia Puck, Cambridge Management Services

highlight
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SCA (QLD) PARTNERS &
SPONSORS
Not a year passes by in which we could do what we do as well as we do it without the support of industry
partners. SCA (Qld) thanks its platinum and gold partners as well as sponsors for their ongoing support of the
organisation and its membership. As a non-profit membership body, the generous contribution from sponsors
is critical in achieving strategic objectives.
Many functions and projects are subsidised due to the following strata service providers who invest time and
funds in SCA (Qld). The Board, staff, and members are grateful for their long-term alignment with us. In
particular, our platinum partners have made a massive difference to SCA (Qld)’s operations. Thank you.

PLATINUM PARTNERS

GOLD PARTNERS

SILVER PARTNERS
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